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Improving safety in the (petro)
chemical sector by looking at the 
character of social media and the 
popularity of the ski helmet were  
two of the six nominations in the  
Dutch Essay Contest Safety First.  
The essays were developed by 
Tebodin consultants Ms. Denise 
Harkema and Mr. Maarten Vriezen. 
Their contributions both point to 
investments in digital platforms.

Safety First

In March 2016, the Dutch organization 
Veiligheid Voorop (Safety First)  
initiated the essay contest ‘Safety,  
a chain reaction?!’ in cooperation  
with the Technical University of  
Delft and the Dutch Ministry of 
Infrastructure and Environment.  
The goal of this contest was to  
further improve safety within the 

(petro)chemical sector by sharing 
experience and opinions. Out of 
twenty professionals who shared 
 their vision, six nominees were  
invited to present their essay to  
the jury, on May 19.

Stimulating environments

In their essays, both Denise and 
Maarten looked at communication  
on several levels in the chain, and 
concluded that chain responsibility 
can be improved by using stimulating 
(digital) environments. Maarten 
pointed out that sharing knowledge 
between safety professionals should 
be stimulated, in order to reduce  
the safety risks in the chain.  
The objective is to arrive at a state 
where we all share our knowledge: 
not because we have to, but just 
because we want to. He illustrated 
that with the unforced spectacular 
rise in popularity of the ski helmet.  
In addition Maarten discussed the 
opportunities of using big data on 
unsafe situations to increase safety 
in the chain. 

CAN WE GET THE POWER OF LIKES AND SHARES ON SOCIAL MEDIA TO WORK FOR 
INCREASING SAFETY IN INDUSTRY? AND HOW CAN WE MAKE SHARING KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT POSSIBLE HAZARDS A MUST-HAVE, LIKE THE SKI HELMET SWIFTLY BECAME A 
MUST-HAVE ON THE SLOPES?  

Influencing social network

Denise stressed the collective 
intelligence of a social network: 
research shows that besides 
individual connection and influence, 
the network as a whole also 
influences its users and can reveal 
bottlenecks and knowledge gaps.  
The implementation of social media  
in the (petro)chemical sector could 
enhance the communication between 
employees from different disciplines 
within one company (like WhatsApp in 
our daily lives), but can also improve 
sharing of knowledge between 
companies (like LinkedIn for our 
professional network). 

Safety high priority Tebodin

On May 23, 2016, the jury selected 3 
winning essays, among which Denise’s. 
Denise was one of the three winners. 
She received a € 25,000 scholarship for 
the Master program ‘Management of 
Safety, Health ans Environment’‘We are 
very proud that two of the six nominated 
candidates are working at our company. 
Safety has a high priority within Tebodin 
– every day’, Tebodin Managing 
Director Mr. Niels van Rhenen 
mentioned at the prize ceremony.  

More info: 
www.veiligheidvoorop.nu (in Dutch)

HVC, PUBLIC SERVICE WASTE AND RENEWABLE ENERGY COMPANY, IS EXPANDING ITS 
CITY HEATING NETWORK IN THE ALKMAAR REGION OF THE NETHERLANDS. THANKS TO 
GOVERNMENT SUPPORT, HVC DEVELOPED A POSITIVE BUSINESS CASE FOR THE CONNECTION 
OF TWO DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS TO THEIR OWN BIOMASS PLANT INSTEAD OF THE 
CURRENT TWO GAS-FIRED CO-GENERATION PLANTS.  

Partnering in sustainable energy

These plants would require major 
adjustments to comply with new 
emission regulations in 2018.The  
Dutch government has put an incentive 
scheme in place for stimulating 
sustainability in energy production,  
the SDE+. 

History in sustainable energy

HVC was founded in 1991 to build a 
high-tech waste incineration plant in 
Alkmaar. First responsibility of the 
company is the sustainable waste 
management of its shareholders:  
46 municipalities and 6 water boards. 
Since its foundation, HVC developed 
into a company with a strong focus on 
sustainable management of natural 
resources and sustainable energy.  
In 2016, it exploits two sorting and 
recycling plants, two fermentation 
plants, two waste incineration plants,  
a sludge incineration plant, and a bio 
energy plant. In addition, HVC is active 

in wind, solar and geothermal energy 
and has high ambitions to play a role in 
a sustainable future.

City heating network Alkmaar

In Alkmaar, after producing electricity 
from incineration heat, the excess heat 
is transported through the pipelines of 
a city heating network. This way, 
households and companies no longer 
need their own boiler, which means a 
significant amount of CO2 reduction. 
Until the end of 2017 this network will 
be expanded to a new residential area, 
also it will expand to other villages and 
possibly a large greenhouse area. ‘We 
have a very tight schedule’, says HVC 
Project Manager Mr. Nico Glorie. ‘A 
good cooperation and communication 
with municipalities, contractors and 
other stakeholders is vital. This is one 
of the reasons we asked Tebodin to 
help us. We have partnered up before 
in similar projects and their 
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multidisciplinary approach and knowledge 
of our needs is important to us.’ Tebodin 
Project Manager Mr. Stanley Hunte: 
‘Tebodin will deliver routing studies,  
basic design and detail engineering.  
In those phases we will make route  
maps, perform permit calculations,  
write technical work descriptions and 
perform cost estimations. Because of  
the tight schedule internal and external 
communication is key.’ 

In addition, Tebodin assists HVC during the 
tender phase, including several trenchless 
crossings, which will be completed 
around August. Construction will start 
subsequently until October 2017.  

Safety lessons from social media and ski helmets

Presentation of Denise Harkema (photo: Jeroen Poortvliet)

Maarten Vriezen presenting his essay from Mongolia, 
whilst on honeymoon (photo: Jeroen Poortvliet)  


